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This little book contains fill-in-the-blank lines to describe why your pops is tops. Just complete each

line and voilÃ : you have a uniquely personal gift he'll read again and again. Make it as tender, silly,

or groveling as you choose!  Personalized gifts please dads of all stripes Go beyond the tie for

birthday presents for dad Hardcover with removable clear plastic jacket; 4.5 Ã— 3.25 inches; 112

pagesSpread the love #FillintheLove
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I was giving this to my father for Christmas of 2015, but he died a week before. I brought it to the

funeral polar and read it out loud to everyone there and put it in the coffin with him. I wish I could

have given it to him before time. Its a nice way to tell your Dad how you feel about him and all the

love you have for him.

A word of advice if you're willing to put in the work (which you should be, since you clearly love your

dad): In a Word document, type out all the statements on each page, then fill in the blanks here

before you copy them all into the actual book. This way, you won't reach a certain page and go, "I

have the perfect word for this, but I already used it for a different page!" This is a great way to plan

everything out to make this gift the best it can be.Such a fantastic book!

A cute idea to make any father feel special. Do make sure to note the dimensions-it's a small book.

This line of books can also be found in Urban Outfitters.Some of the fill in the blanks of What I Love



About Dad include "I love getting your advice on___." "If I had to describe you in one word, it would

be ___." "Thank you for ___." "It's fun to cheer on ___ with you." "I wish I had known you when

___."There are fifty total pages and fifty fill in the blanks. Each left page is a bolded page number,

and each right page is a centered, fill in the blank. At the end of the book a page reads, "I love you,

Dad." The front cover has a spot to write in the author's name. It's not the most "deep" book and is a

little juvenile-I wasn't able to find a fill in the blank for father's that was substantial. It's still a cute gift

and priced right.

Dad LOVED it. I mean what do you give to someone who is turning 80? So, I gave it to him, and he

read the whole thing while everyone else was chatting away. I could see his face, (a guy who rarely

smiles) and could see his lips begin to curl. His eyes were fixed on the pages. every now and then

he would smile and chuckle. I asked him if he liked it and he said with his Spanish accent, "I'm

gonna take it to my grave!" Deep.

Had my twins complete the books with their own art work for Father's Day rather than getting Daddy

a card...he was in tears both from laughter over the kids hysterical comments, saying and artwork

and from pure sentiment and joy of receiving such a beautiful and special gift. I also completed the I

Love You - What I Love about You book with equal response from my husband! I loved them so

much I got the What I Love about Mom and What I Love about You and gave them to my husband

to give to kids and for him to complete for me!!!!

This was the PERFECT fathers day gift. Our then 7 year old had a LOT of fun filling the words in

and creating the story. He got some jokes in there and some seriousness. Good to have an adult

around, there were some phrases he need help with, but he did it on his own otherwise. And dad

was so touched. He loved it a lot!

He loved it!! It's the perfect gift for a Dad who has everything he could want. I absolutely

recommend this! Just keep in mind, you need to order it early enough so they don't run out during

the holiday and with enough lead time to fill it out before the big day. Anyway, if you plan ahead, it's

a wonderful gift. :)

This book had some really weird questions in it. It was almost as if they took questions from a

girlfriend/boyfriend book and just copied them over. I wouldn't buy this again. The book is also super



small. It can fit in the palm of your hand. Not impressed
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